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A European infrastructure: quantum computing and simulation as a service



Consolidate and expand
European scientific 

leadership and excellence in 
quantum research

Kick-start a competitive
European industry in 

quantum technologies and 
position Europe as a leader in 

the future global  industrial 
landscape

Make Europe a dynamic and 
attractive region for 

innovative research, business
and investments in quantum 

technologies

THE EU QUANTUM FLAGSHIP



✓World-leading 
advances in cont. 
variable QKD 

✓High efficiency and 
multiplexed quantum 
memories

✓Development of 
advanced systems’ 
components

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES: EU FLAGSHIP RESULTS

✓Next gen atomic-based 
programmable Quantum 
Simulators 

✓ Practical quantum 
advantage

✓ Pan-European hybrid 
HPC/quantum 
infrastructure (100 qubit 
analogue sims at FZJ and 
GENCI)

✓Diamond quantum  
sensors (automotive, 
medical imaging)

✓ First quantum sensors in 
space

✓New MEMS-based 
quantum sensors

✓Next gen 
integrated/compact optical 
quantum clocks

✓ 50 qubit trapped-ions  
Quantum Computer (with 
low power consumption at 
1.5KW) deployed and 
online 

✓ 25 superconducting qubit 
device with 99% 2-qubit 
gate fidelity built

✓World record tuneability of photon 
emitters 

✓New single photon detectors
✓High-fidelity quantum gates with 

microwave-driven ions
✓ Compact entangled photon-based 

light sources
✓Detection and control of single rare 

earth ions



From Flagship to Fleet



Quantum testbed facilities 
for hardware developers

Classical quantum 
simulation hardware in HPC

Quantum computation and 
simulation hardware (ion traps, 
super-/semi-conducting qubits, 

spin qubits, phtonic circuits, 
neutral atoms) 

Quantum application 
database 
(verification/validation, 
algorithms, apps)

QUANTUM COMPUTATION & SIMULATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE 



2023 Digital Assembly
QT demonstrators

download here!



JUNIQ

Quantum 
Annealer

Quantum 
Simulator

QC & QA
Emulators

Modular
Supercomputer

@JSC

Commercial
NISQ Devices

Experimental
NISQ Devices

Jülich UNified Infrastructure for Quantum computing



Jülich UNified Infrastructure for Quantum computing

Advantage

• 5640 super-conducting 
qubits (Pegasus graph)

• Temperature: 15mK

• Combinatorial 
optimization

Analog quantum computer

Quantum annealer (2021)

Fresnel
Quantum simulator (2024)

• 100 neutral rubidium 
atoms (2D & 3D array)

• Atoms trapped and 
controlled through laser 
pulses

• Quantum chemistry

Digital quantum computer

10 qubit fully HPC-
embedded demons-
tration systemCloud-Zugang 2024

54 qubit digital-analog 
hybrid system

Cloud-Zugang 2024

DAQC

European project 
building a 1000 qubit 
device led by FZJCloud-Zugang geplant

Quantum emulator

JUQCS

Massively parallel emulator of 
gate-based quantum computers 
(43 qubits on JUWELS)

Jülich Quantum Computer Simulator

Quantum learning machine

Simulator of gate-based QC with 
up to 31 qubits



Cooling systemAdvantage Quantum Processing Unit
5640 super-conducting qubits

Pegasus topology with 40.484 couplers

25kW power consumption



Quantum Processing UnitFresnel Quantum Register
100 Rydberg atoms

tapped in a 3D lattice



Material design
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevR
esearch.2.013319

Aircraft scheduling
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevApplie
d.14.034009

Traffic optimization
https://doi.org/10.3389/fict.2017.00029

Supply chain logistics
https://doi.org/10.1038/s415
98-023-31765-8

Garden optimization
https://doi.org/10.1007/s
11128-021-03226-6

Machine learning
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2303.11705

Protein folding
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.043013

Advantage

Applications on the 



… stay tuned …
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